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AiST CTRACT
This manual was developed to provide 'an ove'rview of

participative planning for e4munity iniprovement.and to suggest wheh",

bud haw to use, games to achieve desired results. It is intended as a'
tool-for the.development-of relevant' activities which, will result 'in
innovative; solUtLons to community problems.1 The manual istorganized.
in.four:sections. In the first section, approachesto.cimmunity ,

..

,

. planning are discussed, and a,rationale fortgame playing is pfovided.
This section alsoicolitains an overview of paktidipative decision _
making. In' section ,2. readers areztinstructecrin how to.create,planning
.games, inaudiing information on where to get games. nd other ideas;

24egames, criteria for conducting games.,' and hints' f r planning games.
'''. Spetion34)rolades'ideas on. when and how to'usegames (to get
:acquainted and improve interpersonal relationships, to arouse
creativity, to ,determine, group values to'reconcile differences; and.
to develop or.maintain'interest). Finally/ section 4 concludes with. \

N,tome additional thoUghts on the puipbse'of games, a summary of
. .decision- making principles, and what to'do instead of using games.,.-
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So..

;INTRODUCTION .

.
G- - .s,

o .

Allpeisons concerned with the del ivery of essential human services in a.cominunity face:
shortages of economic resources, changes in tho proportion oftelderly and schbol-aged children.
in our.Population, and shifts in attitudes towards hd human services should he delivered in.
our communities.; Professional planners and managers find it necessary to involve key corn-
munity peisons in decision malting processes in order that releyaneprpgrami which respond,
to community values, goils,'and Priorities may be considered. These new relationships v)i.t0ay
-persons requirthat teglipiques be adtpled for problem solving4nd planni`ngin communityd
projects. Games have been found to t an excellent tactic for teAhing planning skills as well, , ac.

problems..1' asfor evaluatingilterriative ways of solvingcommtinity probleins. . -
. .

0

Thiimanual was_deVeloped to provide an 'overview ot participative planning and to15.

suggest.when and how to use games to achieve desifed"results. it is intended as a tool for
the development Of releVaiit activities which will'result-in innovative folutions to community
problems.

. .
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. Section

PLANNING

Planning is defined as a scheme or program for the a
.
ccomplishmenfor attainment of a

. desired goal. It is a continuous process.:einployed to deal with pressing current problems or
to anticipatelutuie problems. The process may. be undertakenty professional planners or
managers using sophiSticated techniques, or,it may he done by participative planning, a tech-
nique whereby professionals and non-proTessionals interact in Narious aspeCts'of the planning.
process. The nature of the problems arising'inthe coioCation and collaborative prOgraniming
of human service agenfies requires a 131;nning process that involyes clients as wellas managers,

.operating staff, and other interested persons in the,process.

.
Planning Approaches

k Several approaches to the planning process are possible. Much planning for pupil Nk , .
coinniodatioins and other educational purposes has been done through extrapolation... This .approach makes predictidns based on pastfacts.and trends and assumes that major. trends are
reliable'predictorg.. However, experience,his shown that reliability is not alwaysthe case. -For
example, this approach 'has resulted in over-building of sch,00ls when the recent changes in .

,. attitudes toward birth controlind family size were notincluded in the projections. because
lextiapolation performed by professional planners often legyes little room for the .

:
.
nient of alternative predictions, comnunities Must-use more flexible.approachesto planning
which:reflect community values-andpriorities-. The, participations of lay persons is necessary. ''
Problem solvinghnd futUring are twoapproaches to involve lay persons as*Well splanners to
help reach a-consensus.. I : d

,,
4 \ .1-

' The problem solvini approach require planners to decide which are the most presaidg
Of the current roblems fading the'commimity {or soups). ,Priorities;are set and 'strategies
are designed forsolving the mostinessing problem. The Objective-is the accomplishment of
quick results. Thi proms is repeatedas often as is necessary. ;This approach requires con-,
stant attention to the planning process, hut theresillts nia3-r be short-sighted and trigger strong

' community reaction. . ,
. -1

,

0. . .
. .

. Futuring is an approach which,includes-participatiOn by persons who will be affected '
by the planning as well as by professional planners. The goal is to consider alternative futureS,
and the assumption'is that theris a range of options available which can be chdsen, depend- .
ing upon how much effort and how many resources are devoted to the accomplishment' of

.,1those, futures. s, . - I

. .
I.,,Planning with the Community

e

_ EveryeonnunitY deeiSionis a-oompromise aukone whitirfrequentlris-ainted` at` drier C

portion of a coninninity more than at others. Therefore, to be effective, planning activities
Must provide opportunities for community idiolvement in order thit common gdalS,yalues,
and priorities can be determined and separated from indiyidual_ or agency goals, values, and
priorities. Participative-planning permits use of the wide variety of skills and expertise of -'

individualsin the community
.

4
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Research shows that participative decis'ion making (PDNI)Vsults in better decisions than
individuardecision 'makers would reacts independently.. The findings in the. area of community,
planning indicate-that participative decision making: .

.' 1. is more likely to gepperaste commitment to Zactioris necessary to carry out
. 6

the planning;' 1 ,
2. .offers the potential of more creative an&novel solutions,

.
.. . i f3. devotes more attention to the. views,of the patrons of the.services andeases

community tensions and feelings of pow,erressmss,

4.. fosters inutill respect among administrators and community members who
are involved in the pkeess, and ' . -

0. . ... ,.5. creates a forum for the resphition of in a mote relaxed atmosphere. -

.., ° than the usual adversary situation. ,
., .V... Participative decision 'taking (PJA) develops and strengthens a "sense-of community."

. It.:does not mean that the professionals necessarily:alididate tlieirse.sponhilities for tetision!
making, but it does mean. a pro'cess of planning "with" rather than "for." Although this ..

'process is less-formal than some planning techniques,_it does require time and"Structure and
training of Vie unitiated. The process tiiitaily requires an enablerheeause it brings together
individuals hi ways that are not riorgiai for them. i- i enabler,frequentlY is.a prOfesSional

., .

planneror administratpr who helps the participants to understand the planning task and; .,..
to recognize and understand the oppoitunities available. The enabler serves as a catalyst to '
start the process of involvement." ; - ;

,

Why Not Play Games?

Because the process-of $ volvement combines both a learning and socialization pxocess,
the enabler must generate a series of activities designed to bring diverse.groups together, to

-develop and arouse creativity and interest, and to proVide a means for, reaching decisions.
Thegactivities focus on deithiping or strengthening interpersonal relationships within the
group and the establishment of some kind of common base from which to begin, something

. with which all participants.can identifyjegardless of their varied background. This manual
isbged on the premise that the 'common yotithfill activities of playing games and waiting

;Ipuzzles are familiar' to all. Thg underlying assumption is that these activities canit the
I. parti'cipants into a proper attitude to engage in.new activities; and are a suitable tactic for

ft
.teaching the techniques of problem -solving. ; , -

-
Although individuals Speak of war games, games of diplomacy, political games and, ther

games related to serious endeavors', for some, tje word "game" mayseem too frivolous.
They may wish to substitute the word "tactic'? for tke activity. The word tactic may 1,6

idefined as a Method or meansSoi- achieving a desirecrend or result. Both words, game and
tactic, co_ny,Wheimpreojotoliny,p,lvinglxocor..paoke.,Rersulis,.and.following a.setof rules
or procedures which focus upon reaching a desired end. <0

&

-.Game' s and imilar tactics produce an atmosphere of relaxatioti.which encourage's free-
*dom of action and thought. The problems posed in simulations are easier to cope with than
are real life problems. The ttfor fu. ri" nature of the 'task allows participants to work in a

2
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relaxed mariner which can help produce creative solution' more easily. Once the participants
haye gained some insight into the techniques for solving simulation problems, they are more

,likely to apply themselves effectively:So real problems.
.

. - Even expert planners can benefit from:the use games and tactics. These kinds of
activitiesIften are empl.oyeiwherdiCsitions-which are hardening need to. be grade more
resilient or when problems need to be viewed frorna different'perspective.

. . .

. . - An Overview of Participative Decidon Making
.,

To develop skins for plan'iling-with rather than for those who wine affected by the -.

,

planning decisions, the person who will function as the enabler must learn the different form&
of.PDM, thy, basid structure or meelihnics of PDM, and the kmosphere or environment within

. 4 lip, I ..A ki.1 WhiCh rt works best. - i . .- .

- . .

.0

w

Forms of Participative Decision Making ,

Participative decision making may ta kethe form of,eQnsultative planning, in W,hich.the
.

planner or planning body seeks id.ce. froni 'the various segnients of the community.'on actions
tliat,will,affect them,. PD,M may-inJolve seeking a conseAus on a tentative plan or decision
thiOugh.fite network of exIsting agencies which function inthe area to be affected by the
decision. Or PDM may be a democratic process in. which the possible courses, of actionare
submitted to the affected groups, and majority rule preVails: The choice of the form of OM
is asimportant as the process tsef when measured in terms of fhe power to be sharedthe .

, degreesof involvement which the particurar group is allowed to have or wishes,to have. The
security which the planner or plannInggrd'up feelg in the situation also helps to determine the
form of participative decision malchigwhiclpyill be usedin a particular situation.

t I
Basic Mechanics of Particpative Decision Making' ;

At the verroutset of an acktivity, members oT the group need to know why, they were
.. chosen, what they are expected ko do, under what constraints they will operate, and what

will be.clOne with the product of Their effoits. These topics are generally *C4inmunicatediri
the form of a "charge" and include:

GOardefinition7what is to be done . ,
k Access routes to necessary information and assistance

Authority, if any, over stiff .

'Responsibilities to the group or community from which appqintetf
Time constraints
A8sistance.,availablestaff, fluids ,

A G

Membership and leacership7-how selected and how vacancies will be filled .

o Possible uksof.the results; other sources ofTecommen,dations, if any, and the
time frame for the appointing body's consideration of the recommendations.

The first meeting of the grdup should allow time for participants to get to know each
other 'and to discuss*the charge thoroughly-to be certain it is.undbrstood. The group also
should formulate ground ,rules for the coliclitit of the Inisiness of the group, including the
rocedures for reaching decisions. At an early meeting, the grail) should ageeupon a

3
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.work schedule that may allow for formation of sub-committees as well as the development of
methods for securing wider community input and methods for keeping the community informed
of the work of thecommittee.

Staff Involvement ok
Staff from the appointing body should provide relevant informalion to each member of the

group.' This information should include:
,

Prior or concurrent studies'on related topics
Alternatives that have been, conceived and/or tried before
Data pertinent to the area under study .
Comparable products of-other communities
Methods to gain acCesito other necessary information 0O-

The staff also should: familiarize the group with planning technique's antf the area in which they
will be planning; and make suggestions about how they can work effectively including the kind
of worts schedule which NVili.benefft the group. A'staff member should assume the role of
"e fabler" and discreetly move tAthe sidelines as theinoinenturn of theiroupindieates it is
ready to proceed without assistance., A close relationship, with the natural leadership of the
g roup, as well as with the total group, should be inaintained by staff in Order to provide assist-,.

yance as necessary, but care should be taken not toInfluenee decisions.

ThePDMInvironment
11 .

Iftforinalityls the lety word for getting a group ready for tile serious business of planning.
Self introductions anct preientafioitofpersonal needs assessments (why I am here; what I expect

1 to get out Of this activity; and'what I cancontribute to-it) arevery helpful: A comfortable'
to th..meeting place should be Provided sand arranged in a way:that will be conducive to process.

.

Oecasionallyrthe arrangement will be a formal one with the participants all facing the leader-
sh1/2p erement; but niore often it will be arnformal arrangement.laereleye contact betwein
group' members can be maximized, and it will be difficult for cliques`to farm. The "enabler"
should watch out for the car pgols,the group that always sits together, and .a4 other signal :;, '
that the group is being fractured and formed into "voting blocks." Ways mustbe found to :

vte-shuffle the:group. If several Werriativemeeting,Placescan be arranged, the participants ,
will not be able to go to their "usual seats." Refreshments are helpful -za coffeepot should
lie 'Provided at the bttinning of the meeting and a "break" should be taken duripl the meeting, i. , ," ,

" . ,,,
_,PDM Management

,

.a Some groups record'precise minutes, but it is usually more prOduCtive to keep only
inf9rmal'notes of topics discussed, conclusions reached, and similar matt rs. Precise minutes,
which ascribe statements to individuals, are subject to criticism and exac 'transcripts of pro*-
c'eedings e expensive and difficult to use. Less-than-precise "minutes" c 'plete with names

' may resui In much time being spent to "cor'rect the record." Although infOrmal notes are
recommenued7wheli tentative or final decisions are reached, the language should'be notedt
very carefully and recorded. .



I

:.
It,is difficult f committee,' ask force, or council towrite reports., Sub-committees' ,

should be aled to prepare draft statements or reports that incoipoia:te the various .,..
de9 ns reached alongthe way. The full group then can consider the sub-committee reports ',

/4d agree upon a final product in much less time than if the entire group were to to
write the report during theirwork sessions. If a consensus cannot be reached, dissidents ,

should be urged to prepare a minority report to be reviewed by the entire group. It is possible
that the differences between the main report and the minority.teport may be diminished before-

being sent to the appointing body. - ,,, 0.
0
. -. -- .

-
Summary . ,

;.

.
, .

PDM pr es opportunities for planners, managers, and clients to establish.neiv rela
ships and to gain better understandings of the roles 'each mustp,ay in planning successful 6

;y -- munity venttire. Games and similar tactics are usefuliorteaching the techdiques of PDM.as,
--well as enhancing the.interpersonal relationships essential for reaching the necessary comPro-

mises in relation to community eats, values, aneproiroties. The various forms of PDM do
not require professional decision makers to forfeit tteir responsibilities, but the emphasis is
shifted.from "planning-for " to "planning with" the community. Befoie attempting to involve '
the community in planning aptiyites, planners aie urged to become familiar with the basic

.. l Mechanics of PDM, the roles that participanU might assume, and techniques for managing4
the process. P .

.. .- .-
3

, .

. CONSIDER GAMES FOR PLANNING

PROBLEM

OPPORTUNITIES

, -

To discover group values

GOALS
111111 f

'OBJECTIVES

PROGRAM

To recognize personal commitments.

To chart ,a plan, of action'

'to determintwhat.resources to, apply

4
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Section J1

CREATING PLANNING GAMES
* .

Where to:Get Games and Other Ideas - -:
t, , :. ,,

The prime purpose of this manual is to provide ideas that cw. be converted into games
, and tactics to help planning groups find sdlutions to specific, problems. Forfurther infor-., mation,see:

. . ..

Handbook- of Games arid,SiniulittiolExercises, edited by G. I. Gibbs, and

.

published by E. & F. N: Spon, Litd., London, 1974. . N
The Theory of Gaines and eclat-wink Belie' vior, by JohnVon Jeumann and*
OskarNorganstet:n,,ptiblished by John Wiley & Sons, 1964.
Community Education Interaction Exercises, by.4,hn W. Warden and publisPed
by the Mid-Atlantic Community Education consortiui&at the University of -

Virginia in Charlottesville, Virgiiii, 1978. , -

Play(ng for Red, by Muriel Akamatsu, Cooperative Extension Services, West si
Virgaia.University at Morgalitown, West Virginia. . .

Phi Delta Kappa (Box 789, Bloomingtoh, Indiana 47401) has an excellent "Model pro-
gram for community and professional involvement" which is helpful in ettirt educational
goals and objectives. The purposes'of the.PDK program is to rank educational goals; to assess
how well current programs'are meeting these goals,-Tdd to develop performance objectives
designed to meet the priority ranked vials. The prograp provides for the involvement 'of.

Students, staff, and community and requires six to,twelve months fOrtcompletion. It can be
purchased with'enough materials for large groups. A workshop packet also cc be purchased
at low cost (bout $3.00) to allow for review and evaluation of tite,materials and process.

. .

#
Vin especially fine planning simulation designed for use in high school social studies

courses is recoinmendd for use to provide ttie.non;professiona1 planners of a group wither
better grasp of the dimensions of community planning and the roles which various individuals,
play in Solving community problems.. Entitled 'liner City Planning, this educational simula-
tion, developed by C atiVe Studies, The. and pliblished by the Macmillan Company, New
York, is agOod trafning exercise for deVeloping a cadre of non-professional planners.

The ultimate in creativity is to develop games, making them especially relevant to
ilartic.ular problems; Section III of this manual includes ideas for designing games to meet
specific planning needs.

Aims or Purposes of Gamesmanship
t.%

Games and similar tactics not,only encourage creativilyi they also provide an oppor-
tunity to expand thohorizons of.etch fiarticipating member of the group. Each member
will have an opportunity to express new on epts, and to conceive more,and better-ideas
as a result of the interaction with the group. Although the major purpOses of games is to
provide learning experiences in planning strategies and techniques and -to enable 'the group

. .

6 (
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to reach a consensus, the games have a more important value in that they enable the partici-
pants to gain an appreciatio'n of each others' talents and values.

.
,

Interpersonal relationships should be improved and sirenga ,
lened,as'members gain a ,-., ,

.

better'understanding of-tihe talents of individual memTheors. People should segjeach other'in .
different ways and they should gain a better understanding of opPosing vie.'wpOints and an
appreciation of the reasons,for differences. Nev relationships will begin to,grow; old differ-
ences will be less seveie. A greater degree of confiderice between divergent groups should,

develeip 4 participants learn Co work ivith each other in pleasant activities.
.., .,.- , , , .

GameS are helpful for intloctuCing new concepts. In real life situations, people are
reluctant to admit lack of knowledge,,buf-they are poi similarly einbarrassawhen the games
approach is,used. They know that games have-different rules in different areas, and that the
rutels should be reviewed before.a game is played. .A 4

Underlying all participative planning activities is the desire to raise the ace tance level
'for new programs or..tivities which rtsult 'froio the planning. The congenial mosphere of
games facilitates the'development of new relationships among the plamters and encourages
participants p abtsorb more of the rationale supporting the new project. As a result, partici-
patini.community members are more likely to develop better attitudes toward the staff

. planners, the process, and the project. Having participated with the professional planners
in a'manner, and'on a level, which permits eac.hto bea major contributor to the process,

prticipants are morc.hkely to accept the final product of those endeavors.it

Principles to Observe When Planning Games

Games must not be frivolous; they must be purposeful; and participants must
understand the purposeteither before or after the games).

.Games must rely heavily on "comm onsense" and not req uire technical skills
3 that participants may not possess.

Games must not embarrass or offend either p'articipants or'any other menAer
Of the community.

Games must be easy to understand and should have flexible rules to permit ',
such "side trips' as participants wish to make.

Games should not 'result in the isolation or polarization of particip.nts.

Games should not requirective participation by all; some will paiticipate
.merely by observing.

Games ihOuld respect the privacy ofindivid participants and leaders should
'bd alert to indications that an individual's privacy is being threatened.

Games should be designed to bring out the best qualities in each participant and
to avoid awkward situations that could bring out the worst.

.
Gaines should develop onaimprove."togetherness" in the geoup and accentuate
the cooperative,spirit.

7
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4.
Criteria for Conducting Games

.

Leaders Must avoid pt tag one group against another.
.

Leaders must beiriositive in nature and focus activities toward reaching consensus.

Leaders musjfnot reject ideas or solutions, only encourage participantg to find
a better or, ore acceptable one.

.9 Leaders must provide an opportimity.for all_to paFticipale at each stageret not
require -participation.

Leaders must foster intergenerational and intercultural mix of participants.
e: A )

#. Leaders must complete a game during ore session because players may change..
-

Leaders rpay Use time-structuring devices yetftriust allow for flexibility in time
allotments.

Leaders must allow for different levels of player sophisticatio.n or,experience.
A

Leaders Ittustnot require unusual or sophistictted materials..

i

RECIPE FOR PLANNING GAMES

Ingredients
P

One large community problem or ripe opporturiitS,

Knowledge of successes and failures of others '

Acquaintancewith other'planninkgames or sygenis
4...

A good sense pi' humor

A largenneasure of good taste

Severtt.1 interested community persons ,

Some creativity

Directions

Take one large-cOmmunity oppoftunity and separate the strong group values
tid personal:commitments from the wants and desires. Put the wants and desires

aside for u.Se in other recipes. Use creativity to Combine repor6 of the success,-
and failurei of otherg with knowledge of available planning tactics (games and sys-
tems). Mold into targets or goals, toward which to strive, Form a teaorn from several
interested community persons to devise a strategy or plan to achieve 'he selected
goal..,Using good taste and good humor, combine the learn anti other ingreditnts
in pleasant, non-threatening'sun'oundings. Separate the group goals from individual
goats, and blend into sayory activities. Simmer until a plap, of action is formed. 1
Apply this to the community problem, and await positWe results:.

'F
t
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Section HI

,,WHEN,AF) HOW TO USE GAMES

For the purpose of this manual, games and tactics will be divitkd into five categories
z,According totheir objectives:

i .

Part I.. Getting acquainted and improving rt.ratiOnships.
:Part II. Arousing creativity . .
'Fart III. Determining group values and priorities
part IV. Reconciling differences . -v

,part V. Developing or maintaining interest
! .° , . ,

Part I. eetting Accjuainted and Imprdving Inferpresonataelationships_- .
4 . .

Games in this;category require a degree of showmanship;ibeing an extrovert does not
hurt one bit. These activities tend to bring out the child in everyOne, and the mood for these
games should be light and close to frivolous. These games are "ice breakers" and tend to human-

,

ize participants into the common denominator of being "people." They should be selected to
bring Out the best qualities in every participant.' Games'in this category can be divided into twoLJ
groups: attention getters and mixers.

"It

Attentioh getters. The first opportunity to capture the interest of participants (or invitees)
is with the announcement of the meeting. An attractive or-unusual notice will command attention
and may cause the recipient to discuss it with'others; thus expanding its effect to others. The
invitation also providesan opportunity to set the tone for the meeting. A few examples of
uniqu formats include:

a. Use the i6iiiiat-of,a sale announcement, an election ballot, a tax bill, a stock
offering (Illustrations l or's prescription pad, etc. Adapt the announce-
ment to read like the chosen format..

b. Use a-unique mailer such as a brown bag (Illustra n,Bg. Folded in half, it
serves as an envelope. If an unusual shape is,chosen, check with the post-
Master to be sure it is Consider a brightly colored envelopeor one
with a "teaser" statement on it. Which arouses curiotity.

Mixer If the audience has a tendency to congregate with their friends, getting them
to associate`wi diftereni persons may be facilitated through the use of tags, programs, furni-
ture, and other ting arrangeinents. A few illustrations of mixers include:

a. Four Letter NV9,rds
Issue a single ljtter applied to name tag or program to each person on arrival.
Have each person find three other-persons with the letters needed to form
certain prearranged words, such as: fish, bird, game, help, love, play, etc.
This mixer will divide your group into sub-groups for other activities. Be
prepared for some "leftovers" who might be encouraged to reshape their

9
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. Illustration A

In the opinion of counsel, interest in this conference is bound
to genirate great interest due to the high quality iducational

yield and low striking price.

25TH ANNIVERSARY ISSUE

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL'OF
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

e

1

Annual Alumni ,

Business- Conference

600 Sharei

Price $25.00 a Share

which includes

March 4, 1978

Seminars. _Breakfast. . .Luncheon. .Cocktail Reception

Copies of The prospectus will be mailei to all members in good
standing.,.0thers can Write or call Franklin C. Afferton, ULM;
Conference Co-Chairman. GBA Alumni Association. 22
Washington Square North. New -York. N.Y. 10011, (212).
.V8-2717.

Edgar R. Fielder,'70
Vice President, Economic Research. The Conference Board

Donald J. leirk,'61
Chairman, Financial Accounting Standards Board'

Saul Klaman,'61
President, National Association of Mutual Savings Banks

Lewis H. Young,'61
Editor in chief, Business Week magazine

Andre C. Dimitriadis,'70
Assistant Controller, Pan American World Airwayt..1

Charles F. O'Hay,'58 ,t;*
Senior Vice President, Butcher & Singer Inc.

Helrbert M. Paul;56,161L
Panner, TouChe Ross & Co.

Eugene J. Sherman,'59
SeniAr Vice President,
Men. I Lynch International Bank Inc., Panama

Art pr I. Stern,'72 /
Execut\veVice President, Dialogue Inc.

John F. Waddle,'52R
Group National Merchandise Manager,
Sears. Roebuck & Co.

Worth Loomis,'55
President, Dexter Corporation

David R. Newstadt,'57
Chairman, S. B. Thomas. Inc.
A Best' Foods Unit of CPC International

Reginald B. Oliver,'69
Vice President, Pershing & Co.

Lee 'J. Seidler
Deput*Chairman, AICPA Commission on Auditors
gesponsibilites, Professoeof Accounting,
New York University

Jean-Paul Valles,'67
Corporate Controller. Pfizer Inc.
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letters (F to EK to p, j to'T, T to H)._. This activity adds to the excitement
of meeting new friends. 4 , i. i

' -
b. Color Coding .

°,Color code each tag or program with labels, felt pens, etc., and. equire
participants to group ihemselves'according to similar colors or 'to a r nbow

,,,,

effect :n each group..

Build-Alunch . , ,- . ,

Give -each participant a ticket for 4-6-8 portions (depending on seating areange-
!lents) of a single.part of a lunch (drinks, sessert, main, dish, salad, etc.). Each
person must then join others to form a group for a complete lunch. This mixer-
can also be used to "bhild-a-sandwich," (ir of a break time to "build -a- break"
(cups, liquids;PaStries,,and even rest-room passes). , ......

, -.4,.

d. Mystery Chef ' a . ,. .. , .

Each participant brings a dish foNher refreshment or luncheon period. Each<.,
-dish receives a number, and each coitributor receivesla different number when
ente4g the meeting. The person with the number corresponding to each dish
pot his/her own) must learn who brouglif ttledish,learnsomething about that

', person (and the diSh), and introduce the "rtystery chef" to the entire group...
Drawing from a hat Could reduce the'number of introductions but each parti-
cipant would have made an effort to learn about their own "mystery chef."
,. , .. - e I,

e. Can You Top, This? ..
I

Have.participants join in small groups to create a joke or story ina Certain
category (kids; age, scho'ol, druriksy etc.) and to select a story teller. Each
story teller Makes a presenatation to the entire audience. Applause determines

W' nnei,. which entitles that-group to choose the category for the next,meeting.
-

Part II. Arousing Creativity Tluough Games

Activities and games in this category include puzzles, brainsto.rming, creation of lists or
charts, experience sharing, discussions, and simulations. These games allow the hopes, dreams,
values, desires, and ideas of participant's 'to surface and be tossed out in such a way that their
acceptance is tested with a minimum of embarrassment or defensiveness on the part of the con-

. tributor..When one, idea is put into context with another idea, frequently a creative solution is
generated which'neither of the original idea contributorsNould have conceived individually.
A few examples include:

a. Fill It In ,
A situation, is described, giving relevant background information, problems
experienced or obstacles to be overcome. 'Mention:one or two options for'
coping with the situation, but stop short ofa real decision. Have sub-groups,
cOMplett,the solution acrd report their ideai to the main group.. Have the main
grogp discuss_ elativt merits of each solution. Attempt to establish criteria to
guide the group in solving its own problems. The group should beready now
to address the real problem.'

b. Brainstorming . 4 ,

_

-

0
In'this activity ideas are generated and expreSsed without regard to their value.

- ,,1

at.
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The participants are encouraged to express thoug hts which are pai on newsprint ,
or blackbpards so that they can be read by the entire group. This technique
works best when the problerh or objective is welklefined and enthusiasm and,competition are factors so that many ideas are expressed, no matter how novel
or impractical. The leaders tuld discourage the judging of ideas_until idea
aerierationslows down. Having all ideas in full view encouraaes others to modik0.40
,thern'aild to conceive ofperv.conibinations of ideas. Evaluation or ranking of
ideas should follow when-the group ceases. to generate new ones.

c. Idea Bozo ,,0

Everyone writis out personal concepts, ideas, or scilutionefor the exercise;
.multiple contribution's' are acceptable: Combine the slips in a container, and
have different individuals.draw out the'slips, giving the pros and cons of. the'
. idea. Group participation is welcome. The-group subsequently rankethe ideas
in accordance with previousljt established criteria and metl&I,of ranking. This
activity gives annonymity to the contributors and may herp to develop an, open
ness in future exercises.

d.- New Arrangement Locater
Identify a need, and design a matrix with a column for each component necessary
to satisfy that need. Currentand alternative ways of providing eachomponent
are then listeConseparate lines. Newcombinations of components from different

- lines are joined for a solution to the need as Mu-grated in the following matrix:

.

,Need: Use excess space ih a school
-

MeMethod .
N.

To Be Managed by:
Offer space without cost to School principal
other groups

Rent space to other.Froups

. Transfer space to another-
agency,by lease

Use'for new program. and
charge'fees

Sell building to another
agency.and rent back needed
space

e.
,

Questions as a Te hnique
Questions can cause people to analyze their

. n'.

v ;

1 - -
Use of prpceeds

BySchool with-excess,
spaCe

ComnIttnity coor: * For maintenance of
dinator the building -.

Adat,education
director '

A tenant agency

Another agency

Central office of
the schools

To support new
programs

Central funds for use
by all programs

oWn feeling's before framing au

"ft
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answer. They can be used to tei't, a group's position on An issue or to clalify
Positions on issi4s. Questions can be put into e "game" context by a Q
variety onimulations, such.as:

. ,, . . - , ,
1. Have a sub -group takp the role Of clients of a particular service and behave

as they the clients would: asking,for more service, diffel.ent ser-
vice, or expandedservice.' Let a second group take the 'part of the agency
administrators'or governing board and respond in what they believe is the
typical fashion. Let the Main group ei'itique what they have seen and
heard.

1.

2. Cast select members on the giou'p as.challengers of an agency's policies,
service, level, or other issue. Urge the challenger to be abrasive and to
really test the limits of good taste. Have the gro,up members express
themselves on the.matters discussed. ."Seeil% ourselves as others see us"
may bring about some degree of chorus a result -of the exercise.'

f The Use of a Matrix to Analyze or Prioritize
There are many ways to use matrices to identify characteristics or attributeS. ,

.
Examples include: . 1

.
0 1: Simple Two-Element Matrix .:.

.

One simple way is a two-element matrix which permits the group.to identify'
its values merely by agreeing on the language necessary to -list -those ,iaJqes
in chart.form. Elements which-relate to each other are cherked in the com-
-mon space. This technique lo`ws the relative.significance.of each element.

".. . . -

QUALITIES a

1

,.
AI P

. .

t
t 110

.."" ,

'-Matrix to Determine Values
The same two-element matrix can be used to determine a consensus ofje
relative values for the group by assigning rankings, such as 1, 2, or 3 to each
single element listed in the vertical-column. By combining individual rankings,
a consensus will emerge.

QUALITIES
RANKED GRAND`TOT/iL

INDIVIDUALLY OF VALUES

u.

ti ,
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Thiee-Element Matrix
A three - element matrix can be used t6 diplay more complex issues and to
indicate visually additional combinations of the three elements to effect a
solution ora new arrangement. Thrfollowing example was developed by
Schwartz, et University of Virginia, 1980.
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4. Balance Sheet

4

Another matrix approach is the "Balance Stieer;used to Catalog the
. relative importance of gains and lasses. This cataloging is helpful to

competing' parties because each can rank items differently and reach a
decision to join or not loin a yenture,-..

Itenis Gain ,

Major
Gain

Little
Consequence

Some
Loss

Serious
Loss

,

. , . ,,
.

.

.
.

..

.

.
,
,

.
.

, . ..
.

, .

._
-

. .

.
, . ,

-"

T-Account .

kverysimple way to list "give and-gets"or "gains and-fosses" or "pluses.
,and minuses" ig the simple T-Account.

0

GIVE GET . GAIN LOSS + '

.

, .
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Part III.' .Determining Group VIlues mid P-rioritiesnroughGamesI
.

U Iri:make-believe land, people are willing to express themselves with fewer inhibitionl than
' \M real situations. Simulations, play acting, futuring, and other "what if" activities reduce relr

-* twice to express basic values and beliefs. Gam( Is and other tactics in this area depend heavily..\

upon the world of make-believe in which things can be just as we waht them to be without the
test al constraints that thwart us in the real world.,In.addition to simulations, play acting and
futnring 'activities inthis category include: straw man proposals-(setting out candidate pro'y ..

posals for review and alteration), fishbowl activities (plant-leis-in-residence and charettes), and
"complete-the-story" games. Some illasNations_folloNv:. .

0 .. - . .,
.\

. Simulations.,, Simulation games requite participants to think thrdugh a specified situatign. .
1

according fopredeterniined rules. ThvituatiOn is designed to be a simplified model of a real--
system and to be 'a learningexperience in.the proses of planning and decision making. The -

activities help to bring out.personal attitudes toward life situations ana to convey concepts of.
the professionals4o lay petsons and vice versa:411n addition, the simulatiOn teaches participants

f - < A ° ..,

A,

0

0

- More about the structure and determinants of a system and their relationships to it. The follow.
Mg are examplekof simulation activities: 4

. 4i

i -
a. . Describe a hypothetical community. 'Consider it a "new town" in which partici-

pants wish to' have the best possible combination of human,services. Set up., ,,.3.-
withdelivery system or thoSe*servites.04Compare "ideal" with t'real" community,

-,' and
m

determine what kinds of adjustments can be made in the "real" community
N.

....to make it. resemble the "ideal?.community, delivery system..Delermine a plan
i . for reaching that goal.

.
.

b. Start with a community budget for human services. Re-allocate those Monies in1 , the best possible way to maximize returnfrom the dollars. Consider transferring
. some res'ponsibilitiec merging some agencies, or dropping unhcessary or duplicate

service's. :Compare with present. Identify differences and consider the logic for
differences. Develop a strategy and plan for converting to "the best possible
retorn for the dollars:" . ,-

' N - . 0"
futureC. Imagine the futur,e. Ask "futuring"..q.'uestionSisnckas:. what is the futuref ely

ntto be? Vfh 'at issues mustie solved to arrive at that future time? If differe
. levels and "cOmbinationsof resourees.(human and economic) are applied, what..-

.alternative futures are zossible? Which are.worth,working toward? After each
t articipantlotNideas on a piece-of paper, ask them to form small groupg to dis-
elms the ideas for a few minutes and to reach consensus. Have the groups report. -

to,the entire audience and attempt to reaeh a consensus. This product can beI,used,as a needs assessment proeedure tor severaNessions. , .

I;,,

t d. Play acting. Role assumption is helpful in enabling those who provide services -
to understand the views of their clients. Very simply',the activity takes the
following'form: ." .

-,

11. -Divide the larger group into sub-groups The entire groUp need not paptiCi-.
pate; it may be just helpful to have a small case of "actors'perforin
before the larger gr p.

2. Assign roles and hav the players take on tAe char.l.cters, actions, language,.

...
- 16 ,ii.
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. and concerns as they know themthe two sets of players-.-Ithe.-clientand
the service providers. - o

Have::tlients" prepare Istrategy, but have "- service providers" respond as
they believe Would be characteristic fn that particular situation.

4. Play out the=simulation and have th; entire group, including players, react
AO what was seen and liefrd.

ri

5. Devise goals for improviniihe service deliv'gry system. based upon this -

e. Eliminations. Some individuals like to contribute Weis. Other people are 'hot conl
dentAnougli to advance their ideas, but are willing to react to ideas and to identify

those :leas whickthey consider good or bad. Therefore,in,some situations,,it
necessary to put up "'straw men" to Cause people to become active participants.
In these types of situatiOni, lists of ideas can be Made and persons cin become
involved at whatever stage they wish. Given a subject, the proceduie

, .
L
\ Small groups'.4e formed and members are invited to off*deas or associations

they havehad with the-subject."'The groupleader should tre prepared w;" h items;
lststo start theiists.

4,

2. Each.\small group should prepare. a list of the ideasa iOns-on large..'-

. sheets of paper which are then put on displa#:
.., ).

3. Members of the total group are then invited to el minate whatever the nnot
Accept as their po'sition on the subject. '.,

4. Small groups are formed 'again (not necessarily the iginal groups) for more
intimate discussiOn of the reduced lists, and further c ges are invited.

The amended lists are again displayed for critiquing by th

6. The process is repeated'until con it1s is reached.

. .
Setting priorities: The procedure i

;

total group.

1. .Brainstorm to prepare a list goals. Brainstorming means to take every
suggestion offered without a y attempt to evaluate.

2. Provide each participant wi a speejfied number of markers with designated
.values. For example, the arkersmight represent dollar amounts in a budget'
lox. the activity for which goals are to be set. . -.. 4- %um

3. Hav'e each participant alli cate the markers in terms of the importance affixed,
to each goal..

0.

4. Total the markers for ea ioal.or find the average (total divided by n mbei
of participants) and the r It will be an indication of the priorities of e
group.

Ranking. In ranking, the procedure

° 1. Divide into small group.

tct
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2. Have Each small group list goals, but assign no priority. fb
e ti e . :1

3., have goals4anked by the other groups. ..--

. 4. Have each group provide a katior;nalejor e(ch listof priorities. ,

5. ,Strike lowpriorities Om eaco list until an acceptable number of hid;
priorities is left. ,

6. Have thelotal group reach a consensus on he ranking of the remaining goals.

, . Part IV, Reconciling Differeiics

-- ,. One of the greatest.problems created hen diverse groups are brought together is the .

unwillingness of to alte position on a question. To avoid the tendency
.

towarePolarization and the inability to accept a compromise position, activities should, be ®
.

, planne&to have the participants view the situation from a differen?perspeetive/Exposure to.
and attempts to understand other points-of -view could help to reconcile differences. In this

9type of activity, there is a definite need for one person, such as te enablv or activity leader,.
to serve a's a mediator,and 'to fulfill the function of a catalyst fOr change. Games and other tactics
helpful in these situations include: role creation of lists which are reduces until the

, issues become clearer and negotiation can be employed, and mediation in which a go-between . ,
moves from group tOgr. dup in an egort to find the middle group for compromise. Some ex4les
.of activities which may be helpful follow. . re

. k .

a. Role reversal. When an impasse is reached; and 'efforts to compromise have failed,
this play-afting activity causes persons to look at the basis of,lheconflict from .
the viewpoint of the other perSons in the dispute. The procedures:

1. Have the opponents develop a rationale for the opposite side of the question.

2. Have them determinejktleasi objection#le solutionlo the problem from'.
'this new viewpoint(opposite:to their true position).

Have themdet4rmine the minimum acceptable solution to the problem.from this new viewpoint.

. . Resume negotiations at their original position, and seek movement from
each side. With a new apkreciationfor the concerns of the opposite side,
a compromise may be easier to obtain':

Li ng priorities. The'purpose of this activity is to resolve conflicts by reducing
the n < ber of,peripheral issues which &velop during discussion's. It is designed
to enable arties:to strike off the least important issue's and to foc,us on those
whic.,,,h. are mot ortant. These is-Awe/ace the hard issues, on which substantial
compromise by the p. 'es will still be required in final negotiations. The eki

itd

result is that negotiations ll notbe clouded by inconsequential items and may
bebeiped by each group und landing what .has been given up by the opposite
graip before focusing on the ha issues. TheProcedure is:

1. Have each group prioritise the solutions which would be acceptable to
thpm.

, 4

2. Combine the two lists side by side.

18
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3. Have combined gio.ups discirss,the lists. and redlice them by.striking off
the least acceptable solutions, giving some'ratidnalelor the action.

4 Have the group continue striking froth each list until a,smallerakumber of
acceptable solutions is reached.

. A

5, Negotiate by trading, altering solutions or other action until a universally a,

acceptable solution, is reached. .
. , . , ,.

c. JVIediakion. Mediation experience can be used in conjunction with the preceding
' .exercise. when each group has performed thekarious functions described, and

r,.....

'negotiations for a universally acceptable solutionhaye beery unsuccessful, .

the procdure . , .... ., ..., , .-

1. Select one or more persons.to act as mediators. Be certain that members
of opposinisides are equally numbered on the mediation Oam./

with2. Have the mediators meet with each side until they understand fully the
position and the amount of movement which each side will tolerate in
reaching-axinproikse. It may be necessary.to meet more than once with
each side in an effort.to test out new limits or new directions in reaching

.a final solution. t .....
.

.H the mediator develop and present an acceptable solutiono the total .
- group when they are satisfied that they live an area olcompromos .

Have the advocates of each position discuss the,"universally accep ble
solution" and to evaluate the effectiveness'of the -mediation effort.-..

Part V., Developing or Maintaining Interpst
vs:7

. Thegoal of ihese*ctivitipris to create fuse of enthusiasm for the'process or project. The
activities also priAle for the development ofa "sense of ownership" for the project by having
all persons participatep somecdegree. The activities Should illustrate available alternatives and
they also.should provide opportunitiesfor' discovering the opportunities and obstacles in each
alternative andiOr examining wh'it has been experienced by others'and the new 'Opportunitiesb
attainable in the local community. Activities in this area include real and simulated experiences,
such as: charrettes, case studies, charting, "storefront" planning, and show-aiid-tell.

. .a. Charrefte. "En charrette,'"a French term, originated withthearchitectural
students who tiansport6d their projects on two-wheel carts through the streets
of Paris from their garrets to the E'cole des_ Beaux Arts. Last minute inspirations
would cause them to pause and work in the streets where ordinary citizens would
critique the work and make suggestions. Today, the term is used to designate
an intensive planning effort which brings participants of various disciplines

and roles into ckise, brainstorininglorums. The purpose of the forums is to
Arrive at plans or solutions which are feasible and to which the participants
can be dilmmitted.

For,eicample,Jocal officials and citizens, professional consultants, and
:otlurs with expertise join together in a retreat atmosphere for a period ofa "

C ti me (days or even weeks) to define a problem or situation, develop conceptsof.
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.0-confront each other vith different values or expectations, analyze/he pioblems, .'

and leveloporeative solutions. Time is left at the end.of eath darfor'an open
publiclorum on the wort": accomplished and the directions taken: The end result
of inostocharrettes includes: concrete proposals for action and comproymRe by
the governing bodies? a wealth of information collected for and developeatty the
participants; and a greater appreciati9n of the different viewpoint's and perspeetiVes
of those who participated in the experience.

b. Charing. The purpose of charting is to identify the activities necessary to acconl-
-,

plish the goal set by the group. The chart should contain a time lietelarid identify'
the persons or groups responsible for the activities listed. The interrelationships
of the various stages of the planning effort become clear through the charting pro-
cess. Although the focus of'the activity's the production of a chart, the discussions
which accompany itsicons,uction reveal the persp.ectiyes and skills of the partici-
pants. Some charts are developed'is games. One illustration is the Educational
Facilities Laboratories "Guide'to Alteknative Ways of Financing a School Building.'*
Both the Educational Facilities Laboratories and the Council of Education Facility
Planners** partiApateil in the produciion.of a ehart to illustrate "Our Plan for plan-,
ning." It includes instructionPfor community planners interested in participative.
decision making-toxievelop plans with the community for a variety, ofcoitimunity
projects.

c. Storefront Planning. This activity involves moving the professional planners from
their normal work site td a public location so that interested community members
may stop by -arid comment upon what, is happening. Sometimes'called "planners-,
in-residence"Athe professional, planners may use a camper or mobile Rome as a
base of operations in locationdwhere their work may be examined. There are
several considerations when this tactic is adopted: (I) the,on -site planners must
be skilled in, and willing to work in the "fish bowl".atmosphere, (2) the planning
activity must be such that it allows for random comments from various observers,
and (3) there must be time Ind a method to capture the contributions of those
who stop by to see what is going on. One su'ecessful technique is to diagram ideas
o'hla'rge sheets of paper and to lisplay them. Some of those ideas 'should be
incorporated in-the final product of the planning activity. It is beneficial to have
periodic statements,,diagrams, or sketches published as the plarining effort pro-,
ceeds. Persons seeing the confributions of others arelikely to want to be repre-
sented in the planning activity.

*Educational Facilities Laboratories, 680 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10019.
.**Council of Education Facility Planners, 29 West Woodruff Avenue, Columbus, Ohio

43210.
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Section IV Sr

1

0

.
SOME FINAL THOUGHTS

>,

The. ideas'and.suggegtions included in this manual are intended to be just thatideas and
suggestions: They are intended to stimulate the ereativityof persons who wish to help corn-.
munitfe(th become better places to live. Each of the ideas and suggestions should be evaluated
and adaptgd,in accordance with a specific situat on. Beca4e the timing and setting will affect
the success or failure of a particular strategy or tactic, enablers and planners must choose the
appropriate tactic lathe particular circumstances at a given moment '

, .

Purpose-

, Theie are three purposes for using games and similar tactics:

1. To improve relationships. These types of activities are helpful in breaking down
barriers reducing the polarization of positions which prevent reasonable people from reach-
ing.comprotnise positions.; 'Whet participating in these activities, individuals must adopt
behavior patterns'ivhichare different from those they usually employ in their role in the com-
munity. The assumption of a new foie provides opportunities forpersons to see each other
differently and to comctogether In'new ways. As a- result, new attitudes toward,diffeient
viewpoind are likely to be developed.

2. Ili) provide learning experiences; When non - professionals are permitted to_partici-
pate in professional planning, there are many skills to learn. Similarly, the professional planner
has a need to, gain. a significant amount of information and understanding regarding the setting
and values in which the products of the planning will be used. Thus, both professionals and non-
professionals benefit from the multiple learning experiences width can be provided through the
use of games, simulations and other tactics. The use of games imposes less risk than real con:
ditions and problems; and, duringthe course of the activities, there are opportunities for the
participants to learn more about each other; to learn what skills each may.bring to the activity
and what contributions each may make to.the situation.

'3. To reach consensus. When diverse sections'of a community arcbrougy together
to reach a common decision, each person comes with a different set of values and experiences.
Language differences can complicate communication. Games and similar tactics which impose
a common set of rules can begin the dialogue necessary for reaching consensus. Games create
a non-threatening atmosphere in which potential solutions may be considered. Games recall
the joy of youth and more enthusiasm can be generated by participation in them-than may be
possible in a Working situation. However, leaders must make an effort to recognize when con-
sensus is possible so that the activity is not prolonged unduly.

ta

Decision Making Principles A

. -
Underlying all decision Making, and especially consensus -tape processes, the are certain

.

rules which apply: 4_,

1. Sufficient time and opportunity must be allowed to reach consensus on the set
goals.
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2. The range of available choices must-be known and understood by the partici-
pants.

3. Each participant must have reasonable access to necessary relevant information.

4. The choice makers must be reasonable and willing to compromise in an effort to
reach consensus.

5. There Is a constant need for a subtle type of leadership or guidance in order to:

a. hold the group together and provide a change of pace when the harmony
of the group is unduly threatened,

b. constantly remind the group of the direction in which it should be heading-,
and..

c. provide creative suggestions to problems or impasses as they arise.

0

6. Tpe leadership person must be persistent, 'patient, and persuasive.

NAnd In Conclusion ...
Before ad'opting or adapting games and similar tactics as appropriate activities for planning

or other decision making, it would be well to consider the following questions.

1. Why use games rather than beginning real activities directed toward the.solution
of the problem or the attainment of the goal?

2. What are the reasons for. believing the activities we'll have value for the participants
in this particular situation?

3., Have goals to accomplish this activity been set? Do the activities have a specifAc
purpose?

4. Have any of the persons who will be involved had experience with the particular
tactic to be employed? If not, have the ideas been tested with others, and have any of the
people involved "walked through" the pitcess?

5.. Have arrangements been made for the materials and other resources which will be
needed for the activity? Has the place where the. activities will be conducted been checked?

a

rr

6. If an activity flounders or fails, hoW will the situation be handled?
L

A session to critique the'aclivity should be planned in order to determine what worked,
what didn't work, what was learned, what t,was (mined and what was lost. SuchSuch a session will
be helpful in planning subsequent activities in addition to strengthening the support of partici-
pants who will gain a better understanding of the purpose and role of gamesmanship in partici-
pative decision making.

A
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